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 News in brief

Join us for 
coffee and chat
Isolation and feeling alone has affected many  

of us during the pandemic. If you fancy a regular 

chat with other local residents, come along to  

our virtual coffee and chat group which takes 

place on Fridays from 10.30am-11.30am. 
 

More and more tenants are joining the chat  

which is lovely to see. We often have special 

guests to talk about different topics, these  

have included a talk on the history of Liverpool, 

mindfulness sessions and gardening tips from 

Grow Speke volunteers. 
 

If you would like more information or wish to  

join our coffee and chat group please contact  

getinvolved@southliverpoolhomes.co.uk

Did you know that you can get home contents 

insurance for as little as 62p per week? SLH  

have partnered with Royal & Sun Alliance (RSA)  

to offer all our tenants this low-cost insurance so 

that you are covered for many household goods 

such as electrical items, washing machines and 

personal items such as your clothing and jewellery. 
 

It can also help you with things that our repairs 

service doesn't cover, such as a lock change if  

you lose your keys.  
 

To apply, simply call RSA on 0345 671 8172.

In April, your rent increased by 1.5%.  
 

If you pay by Direct Debit then we will have been  

in touch with you to amend your payment. If we 

haven’t been able to make contact, then we will 

have amended your Direct Debit on your behalf.  
 

If you pay by standing order, it’s important that  

you change your payments to the new amount.  
 

If you receive Universal Credit, then you need to 

update your online journal with the new amount  

so that the correct payments can be made.  
 

If you receive housing benefit, you do not need  

to do anything as we will inform Liverpool City 

Council of the change.

In every issue, we will let you know our 
latest performance information on four 
areas of our business that tenants feel are 
the most important. These are alongside 
relevant articles and relate to the period 
September 2020 to February 2021.

Sign up for 
home contents 
insurance

Changes to your rent

Feeling alone?  
The coronavirus outbreak has made it harder  
to be with others which can cause feelings of 
loneliness – particularly if you are staying at  
home. If you are struggling with loneliness, 
remember you are not alone. 
 
Why not join an online community or peer-support 
group so you can talk to others about how you 
feel. Groups like Side by Side and SANE Support 
Forum are available 24 hours a day. 
 
www.sidebyside.mind.org.uk 
www.sane.org.uk
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The EU Settlement Scheme allows EU citizens to 

continue to study, work and live in the UK and will 

ensure that your rights are protected so that you 

can continue living in the country beyond 30 June. 
 

If your application is successful, you’ll get either 

settled or pre-settled status. 
 

Where you have been granted settled status you 

will be able to claim benefits, including Universal 

Credit, in the same way as a British citizen. 
 

Apply online at www.gov.uk/settled-status-eu-

citizens-families. If you need support to help you  

to apply, please get in touch with us and we can 

signpost you to organisations who can help.

You can find further advice by visiting 

www.gov.uk searching for  ‘EU Settlement Scheme’.

The UK has now left the EU (European 
Union) which means that EU citizens  
living in the UK will need to apply to  
the Government’s EU Settlement  
Scheme by 30 June 2021 to stay  
in the UK. 

EU Settlement
Scheme – applying 
to stay in the UK

Although there are clearly brighter times ahead, 

there are still restrictions in place which affect 

some of the services we deliver to you. Please 

keep an eye on our website and Facebook pages  

to keep updated on any changes to our services as 

we ease out of lockdown over the next few months. 
 

We are here to support you as much as we can.  

In this issue you will find lots of information  

about our support services and ways you can 

get involved with SLH and your community.

Did you know that you can set up a  

Neighbourhood Watch for your street?  
 

SLH’s community safety team have been working 

with local police and residents to see how we can 

work together in making our homes, streets and 

communities stronger. Setting up Neighbourhood 

Watch areas is one of the ways you can help  

with this. 
 

If you are interested in being part of a 

Neighbourhood Watch or just want to have a  

quick chat to find out more, contact the 

community safety team on 0330 303 3000  

and choose option 4.  
 

For more information on visit  

www.ourwatch.org.uk

Setting up a 
Neighbourhood Watch

Covid-19 update 
and our services
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Their brand-new four bedroom house has  
been fully adapted to meet the needs of the 
family’s 10-year-old daughter, who has Retts 
Syndrome and needs a wheelchair to get around.  
 
The family lived in a two-bedroom home in  
Speke prior to their move but space was limited. 
However, their new home is just what they 
needed thanks to specially adapted features 
including a lift and widened door frames.  

“Our new home is absolutely perfect for our  
family now. The lift means that my daughter  
will get some independence back as she will  
be able to go to her bedroom without having  
to be carried. And the extra space is life changing 
too; the kids have their own bedroom, and the 
widened doorways and lower access facilities  
will make life so much easier".

We put a call out on social media earlier this  
year to ask you for your suggestions to help  
us name two new cul-de-sacs at our Hale  
Road cottages development in Speke. We  
were blown away with your response, with  
29 brilliant suggestions to choose from.   
 
We submitted these to Liverpool City Council  
who chose the two winning names - Cottage 
Mews and Old Farm Mews, which we love!    
 
A big thank you to everyone who shared their 
ideas, and special thanks to Angela Neill, who 
suggested Cottage Mews and @LunaSzatsuma, 
who suggested Old Farm Mews. 
 
Work is well underway on this development  
which comprises of 17 bungalows and the 
refurbishment of three Grade II listed cottages.  
It is expected that the homes, along with their 
new street names, will be completed early 2022.

A purpose-built home on the 
Greenway development has 
made life easier for one  
family in Speke. 

Purpose-built  
home changes  
family’s life  
for the better

Residents  
name  
new roads 
in Speke
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We told you in the last edition of Bulletin  
that we’ve changed the way we do our tenant 
satisfaction surveys. We’ve moved away from  
a two-yearly survey to a regular survey of  
around 50 tenants per month. This is completed  
by a third-party company, IFF Voluntas. 

Tenant satisfaction survey 
the results so far

We’re really pleased that there have been some 
increases in satisfaction compared to 2018’s results. 

From your feedback, we also know that there are 
areas where we need to improve and we are working 
hard on this. 
 
Repairs 
We have a repairs and maintenance improvement 
plan in place aimed at enhancing the service and 
improving communication.

This perception survey measures your views and 
opinions about SLH and the services we deliver. 
 
Between April 2020 – February 2021, 551 tenants 
took part in the survey. Thanks to everyone who  
has taken the time to give your views on SLH.  
Here are the results so far:

Service charges 
We are reviewing service charges over the next  
few months and will contact you directly if you are 
affected. This will be after September 2021.  
 
SLH Board will be reviewing results from the survey  
in the summer. Keep an eye on our social media 
channels for the changes we will have implemented 
as a result of your feedback. 
 
From 1 April the number that IFF Voluntas call from to 
complete the surveys will change to 0208 049 5758.

2018 2020/21 Change

Overall satisfaction

Repairs and maintenance

Quality of home

Neighbourhood as  
a place to live

Rent provides  
value for money

Service charge provides 
value for money

Listening to tenants views 
and acting upon them

SLH provides a home  
that is safe and secure

SLH are easy to deal with

88%

84%

86%

85%

88%

85%

71%

New  
Question N/A

New  
Question

N/A

89%

82%

88%

89%

90%

84%

78%

91%

88%

£
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If we fail to do something, don’t do it right, or if you feel you’ve been treated unfairly, we want to know 
about it! We’ve got a simple but robust complaints process to make sure your voice is heard.  
 
We will do everything we can to resolve the issue at the first point of contact through an informal route.  
Our aim is try to sort out the problem straight away when you tell us but we may need to refer it to the 
relevant officer or manager dealing with the service. 
 
Where a complaint cannot be resolved informally or if you request for your complaint to be logged  
formally, this is a two-stage process:

We know we don’t get things right all the time, however your feedback is what helps us get more things 
right, more of the time. Whether it’s a complaint when you feel things have gone wrong, a suggestion about 
how to improve our services or a compliment on a job well done, our aim is to learn in each case. 

Stage 1 – Investigation

• Once we receive your complaint  
 we will acknowledge this within  
 two working days

• We’ll tell you who your  
 complaint manager is and when  
 you should expect a response

• Your complaint manager will  
 contact you to get as much  
 information as possible about  
 your complaint

• Your complaint manager will  
 complete the investigation and  
 let you know their findings  
 within 10 working days

Complaints

A tenant was waiting for  

her front door to be 

replaced and called Avela 

Home Service several times 

for an update. She kept 

being told that it was on 

order. The tenant thought 

her order might have been 

lost as she'd been waiting  

a long time.

You said:You said

Colleagues were provided 

with training to ensure that 

thorough responses are 

provided to tenants when 

there are delays to work 

being done in their home.

You said:We did

FEEDBACK
COMPLAINTS | SUGGESTIONS | COMPLIMENTS

Help us get it right

Stage 2 – Review

• If you’re not happy after the  
 investigation stage we’ll arrange  
 a review with our Complaints  
 Review Panel. The panel will  
 be made up of an SLH Board  
 member and an SLH Director

• The panel will review your case  
 and respond in writing within  
 10 working days

If after the review stage you’re still 
not happy, you can choose to get  
a designated person, like an MP or 
local councilor, to act as a mediator 
and help you resolve the issue. Or, 
after eight weeks from when you  
hear back from our Complaints Review 
Panel, you can contact the Housing 
Ombudsman to investigate the 
complaint on your behalf. 
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A tenant suggested emailing gas safety 

certificates instead of posting to ensure they 

are received in a timely manner and that 

there is a record they have been provided.

We thought this was a great suggestion  

and Avela Home Service will now email  

the certificates where we have an email  

address for the tenant.

You said:You said

You said:We did

A tenant wished to pass their thanks  

to the joiner who attended their home, 

they said they were helpful, friendly  

and did a good job.

We passed this compliment onto the joiner 

and their manager. It made his weekend!

You said:You said

You said:We did

Have you got a suggestion or idea about how 
we can improve one of our services? Or maybe 
you’ve got an idea for a new service we could 
offer? Your feedback is the only way we can get 
to understand things from your point of view, 
so let us know if you have a suggestion for us.

It’s lovely to hear when we get things right too. 
When you let us know you’re happy with a service 
you’ve received from us, we always share that 
compliment with the colleague or team that’s 
helped you. But that’s not all. We also use your 
feedback to identify things we’re doing well and 
this helps us make more customers happy. Win, win!

Email us at  
info@southliverpoolhomes.co.uk

Online via webchat, mySLH or using  
the dedicated customer feedback form 
www.southliverpoolhomes.co.uk/
customerfeedback

On Facebook by dropping us a message 
or leaving a review: www.facebook.com/
SouthLiverpoolHomes/reviews

By telephone on  
0330 303 3000

We missed our target this time. 89% of tenants are satisfied with how  
we handled their anti-social behaviour case 

Of course, you can do this face-to-face too, once Covid restrictions are lifted and it’s safe to do so.

If you would like to provide feedback on a recent experience with us,  
get in touch with us in the following ways:

Suggestion Compliments
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Routine repairs
Routine repairs could be work following on from an 
emergency repair or other work not classed as an  
emergency or a hazard. Examples of routine repairs 
might be a partial loss of heating, a non-flushing toilet 
when there is another in the house or a broken or 
unstable fence. Routine repairs are flexible and can  
be done at a mutually-convenient time, including 
evenings and weekends.

Emergency repairs
Emergency repairs are repairs to remove immediate 
danger to people or avoid major damage to your home. 
An emergency repair could be no power or water in  
your home, a leak coming through the ceiling or a 
blocked toilet if you only have one toilet. If your repair  
is classed as an emergency we will arrange for one of 
our contractors to call within 15 minutes, attend no 
later than two hours and complete the repair or make 
safe within 24 hours.

Keep on top of your repairs
Being an SLH tenant means you've got access to  
our flexible repairs service to help keep your home  
in good condition. Like anything, hardworking homes 
are subject to the wear and tear of family life so it's  
up to you to let us know when problems develop.

We've made it as easy as possible for you to book in 
repairs with us. You can do it over the phone by calling 
0330 303 3000 and choosing option one or online via 
your mySLH account. The choice is yours.

Repair or replace?
Homes are hardworking places and that means that 
from time to time things wear out and need repairing or 
replacing.

We get a lot of queries about jobs like kitchen repairs 
and how we decide whether to repair or replace an item 
in your home.

Every situation is different but let’s take a typical  
example. Our kitchens are replaced on a 20-year cycle. 
If a door hinge breaks but the kitchen is otherwise 
serviceable, we will repair the hinge. This ensures that 
we’re spending money where we need it and making 
the best choice for the environment too.

In each case however, we will assess the overall 
condition of the kitchen and if, through fair wear and 
tear, it is reaching the end of its service life, we will add 
it to our current kitchen replacement programme. 
However, we will not add it to our programme if there is 
evidence of deliberate damage, this would not be fair 
on other tenants who are in a need of a kitchen.

Last year we spent £919,231 on kitchens alone. Like all 
our replacement programmes, we will notify you in 
writing when your kitchen, roof or windows are due for 
replacement (see page 9 for more information).

Our repairs 
service is 
there for you

We divide our repairs into two main types -  
routine repairs and emergency repairs.

As an SLH tenant, our repairs service  
is there for you, 24 hours a day,  
seven days a week.

We hit our target! 100% of repair 
appointments were attended within 
the agreed timescales 
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Over £4M to be spent 
on improving your homes
We continuously carry out improvements to your 
homes through our planned improvement 
programme and over the next 12 months we will be 
spending over £4million on planned improvements to 
your home. This includes works such as replacement 
or upgrade of kitchens, bathrooms and heating 
systems and is in addition to the money we spend on 
day-to-day repairs to your home. 

Our planned improvement programme runs from 

When the time comes for your home to be included in any of the  
programmes, we will send you a letter which includes what to expect,  
who will do it and when it is likely to start and finish. Everyone who is on this 
year’s programme will receive a letter by end of April 2021. You can also go to 
www.southliverpoolhomes.co.uk/plannedimprovements which lets you know 
which homes are included in this year’s programme.

1 April to 31 March every year and we will let you 
know by letter in April 2021 if your home is included 
in this year’s programme. This is based on a number 
of factors such as when your home last had one of 
the planned improvements or a recent survey of  
your home. In many cases it is not based on your 
postcode or where you live.

Take a look at some of the improvements planned 
for 2021/22 and how much we plan to spend.

£102K  
re-pointing homes

£512K  
improving  
boundary walls

£50K  
improving the energy 
efficiency of homes 

£412k  
improving 
windows

£44K  
installing high 
performance window  
and doors

£1.2M  
replacing kitchens

£100K  
replacing bathrooms

£475K  
replacing boilers and 
improving heating 
systems

£370K  
carrying out major 
adaptations

£163K  
on structural works

£202K  
on roof works

£102K  
carrying out  
electrical rewires

We hit our target! 100% 
of homes have had  
an annual gas safety 
check completed.



Dear Tenant,
I am writing to you to tell you about a new charter that SLH has signed up to and 
how this will impact on you, as tenants.

Firstly I will introduce myself. My name is Margaret and I have been an SLH  
tenant for 20 years. Since 2017, I have been a member of SLH’s scrutiny  
panel, a group of tenants who come together once a month to scrutinise  
the services that SLH deliver. 

The ‘Together with Tenants’ charter has been developed following the tragedy  
of the Grenfell Tower fire in 2017. Since then the government has spoken to lots 
of residents to understand how people feel about their housing association, and 
what change needs to happen. One of the main themes that came out of these 
conversations was that residents felt that they weren’t listened to enough by 
their housing association. 

So together with the government, the National Housing Federation (NHF),  
which most housing associations like SLH are members of, created the  
Together with Tenants initiative in 2018 with the aim of improving this. 

The main aim of the charter is to strengthen the  
relationship between residents and housing associations  
by focusing on six key areas:
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Following a long period of consultation  
with housing associations and tenants,  
the National Housing Federation launched 
its 'Together with Tenants' charter in  
November 2020.

This is a letter from our tenant scrutiny 
panel, who want to tell you a bit more  
about the charter, what it means for  
you and how you can get involved.



1. Relationships 
To treat all residents with respect in all of their interactions, and for relationships 
between residents and housing associations to be based on openness, honesty 
and transparency. 

2. Communication
To send you clear, accessible and timely information on the issues that matter to 
you, including important information about your home and local community, how 
the organisation is working to address problems, how the organisation is run, and 
information about performance on key issues.

3. Voice and influence 
To seek and value the views of residents, and use this information to inform 
decisions. Every individual resident should feel listened to on the issues that 
matter to them and speak without fear. 

4. Accountability
To allow residents to collectively work in partnership to independently scrutinise 
and hold their housing association to account for the decisions that affect the 
quality of homes and services.  

5. Quality
To ensure homes are good quality, well maintained, safe and well managed. 

6. When things go wrong
To provide residents with simple and accessible routes for raising issues, making 
complaints and seeking redress. And for residents to receive timely advice and 
support when things go wrong. 

SLH have signed up to these commitments which is good news for tenants. 

So what do you need to do?
SLH are committed to this charter however they need your input and views to 
make it work. And most importantly, they want YOUR voice heard. So how can you 
do this? Well, SLH are looking for a group of tenants who will help decide how they 
will deliver the charter. This includes how SLH report to tenants on the progress 
of the targets that have been set by us.

If you would like to get involved out more information, please email  
getinvolved@southliverpoolhomes.co.uk or call 0330 303 3000.  
We look forward to hearing from you soon!

You can find out more about the charter by visiting www.housing.org.uk/tenants 
or you can follow the hashtag #TogetherWithTenants on social media to see what 
is happening across the country.

Yours faithfully
Margaret Owens  
Chair of SLH scrutiny panel
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Thanks to everyone who responded to our 2020 Everyone Together survey in October last year.  

We spoke to 2,293 tenants to understand the impact of the coronavirus pandemic on your health and  
wellbeing as well as finding out if you are interested in getting involved with SLH, whether that’s through 
volunteering opportunities or helping us to shape the services we provide. 

Health and wellbeing
The top three health and wellbeing  
concerns were identified as:
• Mental health
• Isolation
• Physical health

Our action: This will help us plan our health and 
wellbeing activities for 2021. All tenants who 
expressed concerns have been contacted by our 
community health and wellbeing officer who has 
referred tenants to local services.

Covid-19 concerns
We asked tenants if they had any  
concerns or worries because of the  
effects of the Covid-19 pandemic.

The top three concerns were:
• Health and wellbeing
• Money
• Job security

Our action: 468 tenants received calls  
from our range of specialist teams to  
assist them with their concerns.

Volunteering
We had a fantastic response from tenants 
wishing to get more involved with SLH and  
their communities with over 300 people 
expressing an interest.

Our action: We are sending out  
regular e-newsletters to tenants  
who want to get involved, this  
includes information about  
volunteering and  
engagement opportunities

Here is a summary of the results and what we are planning to do.

Sign up to our monthly e-newsletter
As a result of the campaign, we are sending out a 

monthly subscription e-newsletter so that you can 

be first to find out how you can get involved with 

SLH. This could be information about one-off 

community events such as family days at Grow 

Speke (when we are allowed to!) to asking you to 

take part in surveys about the services we deliver.

Over 300 tenants are signed up so don’t  

miss out and sign up today! Just email 

getinvolved@southliverpoolhomes.co.uk

Digital inclusion
365 tenants surveyed stated they  
did not have access to the internet  
at home.

Our action: We understand, now more  
than ever, that access to the internet is  
increasingly becoming a necessity. We are 
currently looking at ways of supporting tenants  
to build their online skills and meet the costs of 
getting online. Keep an eye on our website and 
social media channels for further information.

EVERYONE   TOGETHER
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We’d like to introduce you to James Fay, our new  
Environmental Officer.

James started at SLH in January where his role is all about 
promoting a clean and environmentally-friendly community 
that all tenants and residents can enjoy. However, he can’t  
do this on his own and needs the support of the community  
to make it work.

Whether it's joining in with one of our litter picks, or visiting 
Grow Speke to learn more about how you can become a 
climate champion, we really want you to get involved and  
help us make the area a brighter place to live.

James worked with volunteers in March to plant a new 
hedgerow at All Saints church in Speke and we would love to 
deliver more projects like this across Speke and Garston.

If you want to get involved, become a climate champion  
or find out more information, let us know by emailing 
james.fay@southliverpoolhomes.co.uk. Keep an eye  
on Facebook for more ways you can get involved.

Introducing James, our 
new Environmental Officer

Young people in the area are 
receiving extra support to help 
them get into employment 
through the launch of a ‘Youth 
Hub’ that's opened in Garston.

The Hub, which is a partnership 

between SLH, Employability Solutions 

and Speke Education and Training 

Centre (STEC) is offering up to 100  

young people extra support and advice 

to help them access or move closer 

towards employment. They will be 

connected to local organisations  

who can provide support with CV’s, 

interview preparation, jobs and 

apprenticeships, as well as  

helping them to build resilience. 

If you feel you can benefit from  

the Youth Hub or need extra support  

to help you find work, get in touch  

with Reach on 0151 285 5680 or email 

reach@southliverpoolhomes.co.uk

New 
employment 
hub launches 
in South 
Liverpool
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Help with 
your money 
worries

If you’re concerned about your work  
situation, benefits or budget right now,  
we want you to know that you’re not alone 
if you’re struggling. These are tough times 
and we have dedicated services and  
teams who are on hand to help. 

Talk to your  
income officer 

Support  
with food

We know it can be difficult to start the conversation 

about missed rent payments, or talking about your 

financial situation, but our income team can provide 

advice on managing your rent payments. 

Give us a call on 0330 303 3000 and choose option 

2 where you can speak to the relevant teams about 

your money concerns. 

If you have concerns about being able to buy 

enough food, we can help by issuing a voucher code 

which you can take to local foodbanks.

Employment advice 
We know it is an uncertain time and searching for jobs is difficult but Reach, our  

employability service, is on hand to provide support and guidance. Our community  

of training and advice providers deliver one-to-one and group training to local people,  

as well as support with CV writing and cover letters. Call Reach on 0151 285 5680  

or email reach@southliverpoolhomes.co.uk. 

Talk to our benefits 
advice team

Reducing your  
household bills

Our benefits advice team can help if you have been 

made redundant or you are unable to work and need 

to apply for Universal Credit or other benefits. We 

can also check that you are getting the correct 

amount in your claims once they are made.

Our energy advice team provide one-to-one support 

and can help you to understand your energy bills 

and answer any questions about prepayment 

meters. If you want to switch to a cheaper provider, 

but you’re not sure where to begin, they can help 

with this too. 

We missed our target this time.  
The amount of arrears owing  
to SLH was £945k 
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1. Peel the bananas and trim off the ends. Chop  
 each banana into four equal-sized chunks.  
 Take your lolly stick and thread a strawberry  
 onto each one first, then push on the pieces  
 of banana.  
2. When all your banana pops are made lay  
 them on a baking tray and put in the  
 freezer, uncovered, for 1 hour.  
3. Pour the yogurt into a tall glass or jug then dip 
 each banana pop into the yogurt to coat   
 (avoiding the strawberries). Then place each  
 one back onto the tray to refreeze until set.  
4. Melt the chocolate in the microwave in 30  
 second bursts (stirring after each blast) then  
 pour into a mug.  
5. Dip the end piece of each banana pop in the  
 chocolate then sprinkle over the hundreds  
 and thousands.  
6. The chocolate should set straight away, but  
 you can keep them in the freezer until you  
 want to serve them for up to a week. 

Frozen Banana Lollies 

METHOD  

Ingredients 
2 bananas 
4 large strawberries 
100g natural yogurt 
200g dark chocolate 
1 tbsp hundreds and thousands 

You will also need
4 wooden lolly sticks

Get your fussy little eaters into the kitchen and 
turn them into mini chefs with this speedy snack 
that’s really easy to make!  
 
This recipe is taken from BBC Good Food and 
makes four kids’ portions.

QUICK SNACKS
IN A HURRY

Over the last 12 months we’ve made  
changes to our services that have helped 
you to stay connected with us during a 
time of social isolation. 

As a result, more people than ever before are 
getting in touch with us online. In fact, since  
2019, there has been a huge 130% increase in  
the contacts we have received digitally instead  
of over the phone or via our reception. 

Are you registered on mySLH?  
Over 2,300 tenants are using this portal to manage 
repairs, check and update contact details and view 
their rent account - all at the touch of a button. 

Plus, it has a handy messaging function so you  
can contact us directly and your message will be 
forwarded to the relevant team who can respond.  
If you have not registered for mySLH yet you can  
do so by visiting myslh.slhgroup.co.uk.

Meet Chat Bot! 
Since introducing the SLH Chat Bot back in August, 
he has helped with over 2,300 enquiries. He lives 
on our website and can answer your enquiries 24/7. 
If you prefer to chat with one of our colleagues 
then this option is still available during normal 
opening hours.  

Let us know what you think of our digital services 
by messaging us on mySLH or share your feedback 
on Chat Bot!

Surge in 
digital contacts
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We have a dedicated telephone line that you can  
use to get in touch. When you call us, you will be 
presented with four options. It’s really important 
that you listen carefully to each of the options 
available before you make your selection and  
choose the one that’s most relevant to the reason 
for your call.  

When it comes to asking us a question, you can find what you’re looking for online  
on our website (see page 15). But we know that sometimes you’d rather speak to 
us directly and that's absolutely fine!

Choosing the correct option will help us deal  
with your query first time as we know how 
frustrating it can be to be passed from one  
person to the next when you make that call.

Choose this option if your question  
is related to repairs or gas serving.

You will be transferred to an advisor at Avela 
Home Service, who carry out the vast majority 
of repairs to your home. They can book a repair 
for you and deal with any repair-related queries.

OPTION 1

Choose this option to discuss your tenancy  
or report anti-social behaviour.  
 
You may want to speak directly to your  
neighbourhood officer about an issue relating 
to your home or community that’s not related 
to repairs. Or our dedicated community safety 
team can help you with issues relating to  
anti-social behaviour. 

OPTION 4

Choose this option if you are looking  
for a new home. 
 
Here you can speak to our Think South  
Liverpool team to discuss your options. 

OPTION 3

Call 0330 303 3000 and press the relevant option

Choose this option if you need advice about 
your rent account, want to pay your rent, or 
would like benefits and energy advice. 

We can offer support and advice to help you 
manage your rent account, take payments,  
and help you with applying for benefits. 

OPTION 2

Understanding 
our telephone line 
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Composting is a great way to do your bit for  
the environment with homes across Merseyside 
producing over half a million tonnes of waste  
every year, much of which could be recycled.

If you would like more information on composting or  
any gardening tips, follow the Grow Speke Facebook page.  

The garden is opening over the spring with Covid-19 restrictions  
in place. Keep an eye on their Facebook page and SLH’s website  
about how to get involved this summer.

Tenants get 
composting
In March, our community garden,  
Grow Speke, gave away 10 composting  
bins to help tenants to get composting! 

What can I compost?
It’s not all about grass cuttings and garden waste –  
there’s lots of stuff you can compost and they’re divided into greens and browns.

Greens
Tea bags, grass cuttings, vegetable 
peelings, old flowers, fruit scraps, 
nettles, coffee grounds & filter 
paper, spent bedding plants, 
comfrey leaves, rhubarb leaves, 
young annual weeds, pond algae  
& seaweed.

Browns
Egg shells, egg boxes, cereal  
boxes, corrugated cardboard 
packaging, newspaper, toilet & 
kitchen roll tubes, garden prunings, 
dry leaves, twigs, hedge clippings, 
straw & hay, ashes from wood, paper 
or lumpwood charcoal, woody 
clippings, cotton. 

Ten lucky tenants received their bins, which  
were provided by Merseyside Recycling and  
Waste Authority after a competition was run  
on social media.

Robbi Hunter from Speke was delighted to receive 
his: “I’m made up with my new composting bin,”  
said Robbi. “I’m an avid gardener and volunteer at 
Grow Speke, so to be able to do my bit to reduce  
the amount of rubbish going to landfill, while 
producing my own compost, is fantastic. My kids 
enjoy helping me and are learning which things  
can be used to make compost so it helps them  
to grow their own fruit and veg.”
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Sow your own  
kitchen garden

Sowing herbs and vegetable seeds at home on 
your kitchen window sill or using outdoor garden 
pots is a great way to grow your own, especially  
if you’re short of space. Plant cress, pea shoots, 
tomatoes or basil in pots this April and watch  
as they get off to a flying start! 

Early spring is an important time to feed the  
birds. If you have bird feeders set up in your 
garden, now is the time for a gentle spring  
clean and refill with sunflower seeds, pinhead 
oatmeal or supermarket-bought birdseed. It’s  
a lovely activity to do with children too.

Feed the birds

Spring is the perfect season to get a head  
start on fixing your patchy lawn. Start mowing 
your lawn in early April, preferably every two 
weeks and don’t forget to rake any fallen leaves 
and broken blades of grass. This gives your lawn 
the best chance of regrowth and you will be able 
enjoy it all summer long.

Give your lawn  
some TLC

Did you know that installing a water butt is a great 
way to repurpose rainwater? Rainwater can be 
used to water both indoor and outdoor plants and 
it will reduce your hosepipe usage during the 
summer months, keeping your water bills down. 
Plus, they’re a fantastic resource to have, making 
your outdoor space more environmentally friendly. 

Install a water butt

It’s been a long time coming, but we’ve finally said goodbye to  
the colder weather and spring is here to help your garden bloom! 
Whatever the size of your outdoor space, here’s our checklist of 
things to do to prepare your garden for the new season.  

Spring gardening tips 
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As well as our monthly Tenant Satisfaction Survey  
(see page 5), we ask you to complete satisfaction  
surveys after you have experienced some of our  
services, including responsive repairs. 

One of the ways we do this is by text message after a repair has  

been carried out in your home. However, the number of people  

who respond to these messages is quite low, so from this month  

we are changing the way we do these.

How it works

• Every day we will send a text message survey to a  

 selection of tenants who have had a responsive repair  

 completed within the last week.

• If you are chosen, you will receive a text message similar  

 to the below from 07984 370 532.

Hi Mrs Brown you had a plumbing repair completed on 01/04/2021. 

We’d love your feedback to help improve our services. Overall, how 

satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the repairs service you received 

this time? On a scale from 1 (very dissatisfied) to 5 (very satisfied). 

Standard text message rates apply. Text STOP to opt out.

• If you reply with 4 or 5 this will indicate to us that you  

 are happy with the repair and you will receive a text  

 message thanking you for your response.

• If you reply with 1, 2 or 3 this will indicate to us that you 

 are not happy with the repair and will ask for more details.  

 We will be in touch with you to try and resolve the issues.

If you do receive a survey following a repair, we would love you  

to take part so we know what is going well and what needs 

improving with our repairs service.

Text us your 
views on repairs

This is the third round of Speke  
Up, and this time it went virtual! 
Applications went live in December 
2020 and each group was asked to 
detail their project, how much they 
were bidding for and how their 
project would contribute to a 
reduction in serious and organized 
crime in Speke.  
 
The groups were delighted to find 
out they ALL received money from a 
£19k pot of funding from the Home 
Office Serious and Organised Crime 
fund, which included contributions 
from SLH and Onward Homes. 
 
Kav’s Crusaders dance troupe was 
one of the community groups that 
received funding. Lindsey Winberg 
from Kav’s Crusaders said, “This is 
huge! Well done to everyone and 
thank you all so much. It’s amazing 
that we are all given this opportunity! 
We are well on our way to getting 
our coach.” 
 
Gemini Boxing was another recipient 
of funding. Mark O’Brien from Gemini 
Boxing said, “Speke Up! Fantastic 
event again this year. Our funding 
will help us ensure a Covid-secure 
return to the gym, allowing us to 
have more numbers to attend.” 
 
Congratulations everyone! 

Twenty one community groups in 
Speke have benefitted from £19K  
of funding when they took part in 
a Speke Up event in March. 

Community groups 
in Speke receive 
£19K funding boost

We missed our target this time. 77% of 
tenants are satisfied with our repairs service 
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If you want this information in another format, please get in touch. 

Or if you require a translation, we offer this service for 12 months.
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If you want this information  
in another format, please  
get in touch. Or if you require  
a translation, we offer this  
service for 12 months.

SLH HEAD OFFICE
Parklands, Conleach Road, 
Speke, Liverpool L24 0TY

OTHER FORMATS AVAILABLE: Large Text Audio Tape Braille

0330 303 3000
southliverpoolhomes.co.uk
info@southliverpoolhomes.co.uk

NAME

ADDRESS

TEL

EMAIL

WORDS:

Flowers

Bulb

Weeding

Bees 

Planting

Seeds 

Gloves

Sunshine

Compost

Spade

Gardening word search
Find all 10 words for your  
chance to win £25 in  
shopping vouchers.  

Closing date 1 June 2021

Return to:  

FREEPOST RTUK-LGZU-KXSA, Michelle Bloore, South Liverpool 

Homes, Parklands, Conleach Road, Speke, L24 0TY.

Or take a photograph of your completed wordsearch with your 

contact details to communications@southliverpoolhomes.co.uk

Wordsearch winner 
 
Thanks to everyone who entered our wellbeing word  
search competition. The lucky winner was Karen from  
Windfield Green, Garston who won £25 shopping vouchers.
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